
COASTSMOKEALARMS.COM.AU ELECTRICAL CONTRACTOR LICENCE NUMBER: QLD LIC 87133

CALL NOW  1300 722 552

Why Choose 
Coast Smoke Alarms?

Problem Alarms: Same Day Response

Trusted by Leading Real Estates

Instant Personalised Support

#1 Provider  Sunshine Coast

Qld Based Team No Call Centres

FRUSTRATED WITH 
YOUR SMOKE ALARM 
SERVICE PROVIDER?
Then move to Coast Smoke Alarms!
It's easy to move to our services and 
less work than staying with a poor 
provider!
Why Choose Coast Smoke Alarms?

1:1 support and access to your personal account manager 
for quick resolution of any issues or urgent problems. 
Bespoke on boarding service and information pack  for 
new clients

Warranty work undertaken inc. 3rd party work for RED, PSA 
EMERALD, CAVIUS, CLIPSAL and MATELEC alarms

User-friendly 24/7 online portal for compliance reports, 
work orders, job status and invoices

Access to our technical team for help with smoke alarm 
issues or questions
QR code stickers linking to smoke alarm troubleshooting 
videos and advice installed at every property



TRUSTED BY

We recently changed our entire portfolio to Coast Smoke Alarms and the transition 
has been seamless. Both Anne & Terry have been amazing, handling everything for 
us and making the entire process stress free. All our urgent jobs now get handled 

promptly and professionally. Highly recommend.

Katrina Embrey

Coast Smoke Alarms are an incredible partner to work with; their care of our clients is 
second to none and their professionalism is amazing. I would highly recommend them 
to anyone seeking a passionate and professional smoke alarm company. 

We decided to move to Coast Smoke Alarms after being constantly frustrated with 
our previous provider and their lack of communication and personal care to our needs. 

Had we realised  just how easy it was to move to Coast Smoke Alarms and the 
fantastic customer service we would receive, we would have moved much earlier. 

Amy Banwell   

Amy Bennett 

     Google Rating




